
Project Summary

Internet cartography has emerged as a new field of computer as well as network science, with
several global Internet measurement infrastructures executing comprehensive topology mapping
measurement experiments, continuously, for years. UCSD’s Center for Applied Internet Data
Analysis (CAIDA) has operated the longest-running of these measurement infrastructure plat-
forms (Archipelago), which has supported scientific measurement experiments of the global In-
ternet since September 2007. This platform has collected 90 billion traceroutes in 39 TB of files,
growing 16 billion traces and 7 TB annually (5-year doubling rate). These data sets have already
yielded impacts across a broad range of CISE sub-disciplines. Yet the biggest remaining obstacle
to even more productive scientific use of this unbounded wealth of information is infrastructural:
the lack of an easy-to-use and analytically powerful exploratory interface to the data.

Researchers have made explicit requests for search functionality that would have a transfor-
mative impact on several focused areas of CISE-funded research. In response to community feed-
back, we propose to develop the FANTAIL system – Facilitating Advances in Network Topology
Analysis – to enable discovery of the full potential value of massive raw Internet end-to-end path
measurement data sets. We envision a four-component system: (1) an interactive web interface;
(2) an API built on web standards; (3) a full-text search system based on Elasticsearch; and (4) a
big data processing system based on Spark, leveraging SDSC’s cluster resources. Although our
goal is to enhance the general accessibility and utility of this data, our project will be driven by
specific compelling use cases, in response to research community needs for interactive exploratory
capabilities. To this end, we will identify and implement reusable components, analysis modules,
which will serve as primitives for constructing more complex data-processing pipelines. Users
will specify, via the web interface or API, a sequence of analysis modules to execute on the set of
traceroute paths matched by their queries. The FANTAIL system will then perform the queries,
run the analysis modules, and provide the output for download for further analysis or processing
by researchers on their own systems. We will implement analysis modules that are useful for (1)
performing data reduction (to minimize the amount of data users have to download and process),
(2) enhancing raw traceroute data with various annotations available publicly or created by us,
and (3) offloading commonly-needed analysis/data processing tasks from users.

Intellectual Merit

A large-scale topology query system for searching CAIDAs and other large traceroute data
archives will enable a broad set of networking and security research areas in CISE that rely on
the emerging sub-discipline of Internet cartography. Based on community feedback, we believe
the proposed system will enable fundamentally new research directions for researchers who have
applied CAIDA’s topology data over the last two decades to a variety of areas related to our
understanding of the Internet as critical infrastructure.

Broader Impacts

The results of our project will greatly improve the research utility of the accumulated huge
archives of Internet topology and performance data and simplify its use. We will widely advertise
the platform availability and new developments via project web pages, community meetings,
proposed workshops, and CAIDA blog. Our proposed solutions will lower barriers for entering
into the field of network science and computing research thus leading to increased diversity of
our user base. We will also apply for REU funds in order to support training a new generation of
engineers, programmers, and Internet researchers.
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Project Description: CCRI: Medium: FANTAIL - Facilitating Advances
in Network Topology Analysis

1 Introduction, Motivation and Goals

Internet cartography has emerged as a new field of computer as well as network science, with
several global Internet measurement infrastructures executing comprehensive topology mapping
measurement experiments, continuously, for years. UCSD’s Center for Applied Internet Data
Analysis (CAIDA) has operated the longest-running of these measurement infrastructure plat-
forms (Archipelago) [1, 2], which has supported scientific measurement experiments on the global
Internet from vantage points (mostly Raspberry Pi devices) hosted in academic, commercial, and
residential networks around the globe since September 2007. Since then, this platform has col-
lected 90 billion traceroutes in 39 TB of files, growing 16 billion traces and 7 TB annually (5-year
doubling rate). Europe’s regional Internet address registry RIPE has also deployed a global net-
work of probes (RIPE Atlas), primarily to support operational assessments of reachability. In 2016,
RIPE’s platform began to more comprehensively collect path information targeting the whole IP
address space, similar to CAIDA’s probing [3]. Google’s Measurement Lab (M-Lab) was also
collecting 7 million traceroutes per month in May 2017, after Google launched a new policy to
trigger an NDT measurement (which includes a traceroute) to a sample of IP addresses that visit
the Google search page [4]. These billions of Internet path measurements, terabytes of data, from
thousands of vantage points supported by all of these platforms, sit in storage facilities around
the world, constituting a largely untapped data source about the structure and dynamics of the
most important complex network ever “designed”. The last decade has yielded research break-
throughs that have overcome many methodological obstacles to using this data: dealing with
artifacts common in traceroute data [5, 6], mapping different IP addresses to the same router
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]; and mapping IP addresses to ASes and boundaries between ASes [14, 15].
The biggest remaining obstacle to scientific use of this unbounded wealth of information is infras-
tructural: the lack of an easy-to-use and analytically powerful exploratory interface to the data.

In response to community feedback, we seek to develop the FANTAIL system – Facilitating
Advances in Network Topology Analysis – to enable discovery of the full potential value of mas-
sive raw Internet end-to-end path measurement data sets. We propose a four-component system:
(1) an interactive web interface; (2) an API built on web standards; (3) a full-text search system
based on Elasticsearch [16]; and (4) a big data processing system based on Spark [17], leverag-
ing SDSC’s cluster resources [18]. Although our goal is to enhance the general accessibility and
utility of this data, our infrastructure development agenda will be driven by specific compelling
use cases, in response to the research community requests for interactive exploratory capabilities,
ideally ten seconds or less per query over billions of traceroutes. To this end, we will identify
and implement reusable components, analysis modules, that we will execute on behalf of, and un-
der the direction of, users. These analysis modules will serve as basic primitives for constructing
more complex data-processing pipelines. Users will be able to specify, via the web interface or
API, a sequence of computations to apply to the set of traceroute paths matched by their queries.
The FANTAIL system will then perform the queries, run the analysis modules, and provide the
output for download for further analysis or processing by researchers on their own systems, if
needed. We will implement analysis modules that are useful for (1) performing data reduction (to
minimize the amount of data users have to download and process), (2) enhancing raw traceroute
data with various annotations available publicly or created by us, and (3) offloading commonly-
needed analysis/data processing tasks from users.
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This proposal is structured in specific sections required by the CCRI solicitation. Section 2
describes the relationship of the proposed infrastructure to existing platforms, data, and tech-
nologies. Section 3 describes the proposed infrastructure, including: the querying and big data
processing components; ancillary tools, resources, and data sets; user services; community en-
gagement; and outreach. Section 4 provides details on how this research infrastructure will sup-
port CISE researchers pursuing a variety of focused research agendas that all rely on Internet
cartography, itself an emerging sub-discipline of computer and information science and engineer-
ing. The remaining sections cover sustainability, intellectual merit, broader impacts, management
plan, and results from prior CRI support.

2 Relationship of proposed infrastructure to existing resources

In addition to consultations at annual workshops and one-on-one interviews with a diverse set of
users of traceroute data (Section 4), our long history of efforts in making traceroute data more use-
ful to the community has provided us with extensive preliminary community input and technical
experience that drive this proposed project. We review the most important of these efforts here.

2.1 Henya
Our previous work, Henya [19], is the only known public system for searching large archives of
Internet path measurement data. This prototype search system consists of an interactive web in-
terface along with a traceroute search engine. Henya allows users to conduct some of the queries
on general traceroute properties listed in Table 1 and all of the queries on topological properties
listed in Table 2. In addition, the Henya web interface provides a built-in analysis and visualiza-
tion of the RTT time series for target destinations, an RTT histogram, and a time series of target
unreachability. The Henya search engine is implemented in the scripting language Python [20]
and uses the RocksDB [21] key-value data store for traceroute and custom indexing data.

We have indexed 21.5 billion traceroute paths (8.8 TB of traceroute data) in Henya, a subset of
CAIDA’s comprehensive, ongoing topology datasets.

Henya is able to provide fast queries of large volumes of traceroute data because of its novel
indexing data structures that exploit the unique properties of traceroute data and the append-
only nature of large traceroute datasets. Henya achieves its performance by preprocessing and
analyzing traceroute data offline and then generating several specially-designed indexing data
structures to be used online during querying (the immutability of the data allows us to do this
offline processing). The most important Henya indexing data structure records the occurrences of
IP addresses in multiple time scale bins, which allows rapid narrowing of the search to relevant
traceroute paths when executing complex queries about neighboring addresses (see Sec. 3.1.1).

The FANTAIL system builds on our knowledge and experience gained with Henya and will
be Henya’s spiritual successor but with a much broader scope and scale. FANTAIL will couple
Henya-like searching abilities with a big data processing component, which will enable a wide
variety of analyses that were not possible with Henya alone. In addition, despite Henya’s suc-
cessful demonstration of searching at large scale, we will start afresh with the open-source Elas-
ticsearch [16] full-text search engine. We concluded it would be a better use of our time and effort
to switch to an off-the-shelf full-text search engine than to rewrite the Henya search engine in a
compiled language like C or C++ (Python is up to 100x slower than C/C++) and to add support
for multicore and cluster computing to the Henya engine (Elasticsearch has this support). As nec-
essary, we will apply the novel indexing structures and algorithms of Henya in the design and
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Figure 1: Sample traceroute path annotated with DNS hostname, BGP prefix, and autonomous
system (AS)

implementation of indexing on top of Elasticsearch to achieve the massive increase in scalability
envisioned with FANTAIL.

2.2 CAIDA Ark and RIPE Atlas topology measurements
The proposed infrastructure will make use of a number of datasets produced by CAIDA’s (previ-
ously CRI-funded) active measurement infrastructure Archipelago (Ark) [1, 2], which consists of
around 200 measurement nodes (vantage points) where vetted researchers can run experiments
[22, 23, 13, 9, 10, 24, 6, 25, 26].

The FANTAIL system will provide access to the following comprehensive, ongoing Internet
topology data sets produced by Ark: the IPv4 Routed /24 Toplogy Dataset [27] and the IPv4 Prefix-
Probing Traceroute Dataset [28]. The Routed /24 dataset systematically gathers IP-level paths to a
dynamically generated list of IP addresses covering each /24 network in the routed IPv4 space.
The Prefix-Probing dataset probes each routed prefix from each monitor once per day, to allow the
analysis of temporally finer-grained dynamics, e.g., route hijacking. Since 2007 we have gathered
over 90 billion traceroutes (over 39 TB) in these two datasets. We project these datasets to double
in size within 5 years at current data collection rates, or sooner if we significantly increase the
number of measurement nodes.

The RIPE Atlas platform consists of over 10,000 probes, which conduct a variety of measure-
ments, including DNS lookups, SSL certificate downloads, HTTP downloads, and traceroute mea-
surements. Traceroute measurements are either built-in or user-defined, the latter conducted by
Atlas users in the community. We will initially make the most recent few years of Atlas tracer-
oute measurements available in FANTAIL, which will enable rigorous comparisons of the relative
coverage of these two infrastructures and their epistemological implications (Section 4.1).

2.3 Derivative data sets to support methodologically sound use of data
Some research questions do not require the raw data, and interpretation of raw traceroute data
is methodologically challenging due to a variety of artifacts that may appear in reported paths.
Rather than every researcher having to repeatedly tackle these challenges, based on community
feedback years ago, we began to regularly curate and share derivative data sets for researchers
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[29, 30, 31, 32]. Additionally, we distill two-week snapshots of raw traceroute data into Internet
Topology Data Kits (ITDKs) [33] and infer annotated router-level and AS-level topologies of the
global Internet. We have increased the richness of these annotations over time by integrating new
techniques as we have developed them: mapping IP addresses to routers (using CAIDA’s MIDAR,
iffinder, and kapar techniques [12]), required to construct physical router-level topologies [13];
mapping routers to the autonomous systems (ASes) that own them using CAIDA’s latest bdrmapIT
tool [15] and extracting network boundaries from raw traceroute data (also using the bdrmapIT
tool [15]). We also perform DNS lookups of all IP addresses found in our traceroute data [34]. DNS
hostnames often encodes topologically relevant information, e.g., link type (backbone vs. access),
link capacity, Point of Presence (PoP), and geographic location. We will integrate these auxiliary
data into FANTAIL as annotations on traceroute paths or as inputs to built-in big data analyses
(see Fig. 1 for a sample traceroute path annotated with various auxiliary information).

These data sets, which we propose to make more accessible have already yielded impacts
across a broad range of CISE sub-disciplines (Section 4). But researchers have made explicit re-
quests (see LOCs) for search functionality that would have a transformative impact on several
focused areas of CISE-funded research (Section 4).

3 Infrastructure Description

This section describes the proposed infrastructure, including: the traceroute querying and big
data processing components; ancillary tools, resources, and data sets; user services; community
engagement; and outreach.

3.1 Fundamental infrastructure
The proposed system consists of the following four main components: (1) an interactive web in-
terface, (2) an API built on web standards, (3) a full-text search system based on Elasticsearch [16],
and (4) a big data processing system based on Spark [17]. We will use SDSC cluster resources [18]
for running Elasticsearch and Spark (resources committed by SDSC, see LOC).

The central data type of the system is the traceroute path, which represents the inferred IP-level
Internet path that network traffic would take between two hosts, the measurement vantage point
and the destination, as determined with the traceroute technique by a variety of tools, such as
traceroute [35] and scamper [36] (CAIDA uses scamper to collect our traceroute datasets as well
as for other measurement experiments).

The system will operate as follows:
1. Accept user requests via the web interface/API.
2. Execute queries to find traceroute paths of interest.
3. Optionally execute big data processing on matching traceroute paths.
4. Provide, for download by the user, the matching traceroute paths or the output of big data

processing.

3.1.1 Traceroute path querying component
For the purposes of querying, a traceroute path consists of: the vantage point address; the destina-
tion address; an ordered sequence of traceroute hops with IP address and round-trip time (RTT);
path length; whether we reached the destination; and whether there is observable evidence of
MPLS tunnels in the path [37]. MPLS tunnels are used for traffic engineering, but they represent
hidden topology to traceroute exploration, and failure to account for them yields incomplete and
inaccurate topology inferences [38].
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Table 1: Summary of queries matching general traceroute properties. Vantage point organization types
include residential, academic, business, etc. An operator (op) suffix to a query name can be lt, eq, or gt
to mean <, =, or > respectively.

Query Selection Criteria

vp V vantage point is V
vp as N vantage point is located in autonomous system (AS) N
vp country C vantage point is located in country C
vp type T vantage point is hosted by an organization of type T
status N traceroute has success/failure code N
timestamp op N traceroute has timestamp <, =, or > N
dest rtt op N RTT of traceroute destination is <, =, or > N ms
pathlen op N length of traceroute path is <, =, or > N
has mpls T/F whether there is (T) or is not (F) MPLS in the traceroute path

Table 2: Summary of types of queries matching IP addresses in the traceroute path. The parameter T
represents a single target address or network prefix. The parameter G represents a target group which
is a list of one or more targets—that is, G = T1, . . . , Tn. A target group specifies the union of a set of
targets—that is, G = T1 ∪ . . . ∪ Tn.

Query Selection Criteria

dest T traceroute destination is any address t ∈ T
hop T traceroutes with any address t ∈ T appearing at any hop
neigh G1 . . .Gn traceroutes with n distinct neighboring hop addresses ti ∈ Gi

Based on feedback from researchers at our workshops (some of which is reflected in the letters
of collaboration), we propose to provide a number of query primitives for searching traceroute
paths in various ways; these primitives will support the construction of complex queries by the
combination of any number of query primitives with the logical AND and OR operators. Table 1
lists the queries that match on various general properties of traceroutes, including the vantage
point, traceroute collection timestamp, success/failure status, path length, end-to-end round trip
time, and the presence of MPLS tunnels on the path.

Table 2 lists the queries that match on the IP addresses of the traceroute path. The parameter
T represents a single target address or network prefix. The parameter G represents a target group
which is a list of one or more targets—that is, G = T1, . . . , Tn. A target group specifies the union
of a set of targets—that is, G = T1 ∪ . . .∪ Tn. For example, 1.0.0.0, 2.0.0.0, 3.0.0.0/161

is a target group consisting of two IP addresses and one prefix, and an address t would match
this group if t = 1.0.0.0 or t = 2.0.0.0 or t ∈ 3.0.0.0/16. Among other things, target
groups are useful for specifying (1) router aliases—that is, the IP addresses assigned to the network
interfaces of a single router as discovered by, for example, the MIDAR alias resolution tool [13],
(2) the prefixes announced by an autonomous system (AS), (3) the prefixes announced by ASes in
a given country, and (4) the prefixes used at an Internet Exchange Point (IXP) for peering.

The dest T query is useful for finding traceroutes conducted toward a given IP, prefix, AS, or
country. The hop T query is useful for finding traceroutes that cross a given interconnection link
(taking aliases into account, if alias data is available), AS, country, or IXP.

1IP address prefixes are written in CIDR notation: the suffix indicates the number of bits in the prefix; the remaining
bits are available to address hosts within the prefix.
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The neigh G1 . . .Gn query is the most powerful – it provides a way to find traceroute paths
that contain two or more neighboring hops, which may appear in any order and be separated
by any number of hops, or be constrained in their order and separation distance. As an example,
suppose we performed the query neigh 1.0.0.0/24 2.0.0.0/24. This matches traceroutes
that meet the following two conditions: there is a hop with an address t1 ∈ 1.0.0.0/24 and a
(different) hop with an address t2 ∈ 2.0.0.0/24. Furthermore, if these two target prefixes repre-
sent two different ASes (in reality, most ASes announce more than one prefix), then the matching
traceroutes will provide all observed paths between the ASes. This ability to query for neigh-
boring hops is essential for gathering data that can allow a researcher to study, for example, the
interconnection links, IXPs, and transit providers used between two autonomous systems (ASes).

The traceroute queries described in Tables 1 and 2 represent high-level query primitives ex-
pressed in the language of traceroute data. FANTAIL users will work with these queries. We will
implement code to map these high-level queries into low-level calls to the Elasticsearch search
API. We will also transform or augment the traceroute data as needed to enable efficient index-
ing and execution of these types of queries under the inverted-index model of full-text search
provided by Elasticsearch.

3.1.2 Big-data processing component
Making the most of a big data processing system requires a non-trivial investment in time and
effort to gain the necessary knowledge and skills to effectively develop the data processing code
to run on such a system. We cannot expect the potential users of our system to be willing (and/or
able) to incur such a cost – our goal is to lower the barrier to using big data processing as much as
possible in order to provide access to the widest audience of researchers as possible, including to
researchers outside traditional network research domains.

To this end, rather than providing direct access to the big data processing backend, we will
identify and implement reusable components, analysis modules, that we will execute on behalf
of, and under the direction of, users. Analysis modules serve as basic primitives for constructing
more complex data-processing pipelines. Users will be able to specify, via the web interface or API,
a sequence of analysis modules to execute on the set of traceroute paths matched by their queries.
The FANTAIL system will then execute the queries and the analysis modules and provide the
output for download for further analysis or processing by the researchers on their own systems,
if needed.

We will implement analysis modules that are useful for (1) performing data reduction (to min-
imize the amount of data users have to download and process), (2) enhancing raw traceroute data
with various annotations available publicly or created by us, and (3) offloading commonly-needed
analysis/data processing tasks from users so that users do not need to reinvent the wheel.

The following are the initial set of analysis modules we propose to implement:

• Reduce a set of traceroute paths that match a given property (see Tables 1 and 2) to the set of
unique paths or to a graph, where nodes are IP addresses and links are observed adjacencies
between IP addresses in paths.

• Annotate IP addresses with IP aliases discovered in CAIDA’s Internet Topology Data Kits
(ITDKs) (Section 2.3), to enable router-level topology mapping (see Waikato, UPenn LOCs).

• Identify IP addresses belonging to Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) using publicly available
information on which BGP prefixes belong to IXPs [39] (see FORTH LOC, a CISE-funded
collaboration with CAIDA).

• Map IP addresses in traceroute paths to network operators (ASes) using bdrmapIT [14, 15,
40] data generated from CAIDA’s ITDKs (see UPenn LOC, a CISE-funded collaboration).
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• Identify interconnection points in traceroute paths using bdrmapIT data [15] (see UPenn
LOC, a CISE-funded collaboration).

• Identify MPLS tunnels using TNT measurements [38] (see U. Liege LOC, a CISE-funded
collaboration with CAIDA researchers).2

• Extract, analyze, and compute various statistics on round-trip time data; e.g., round-trip
time series from a given vantage point to a set of destinations.

In addition to analysis modules, we will implement analysis recipes, which are potentially com-
plex multi-step querying and processing pipelines that we will provide prepackaged for users to
execute as a unit with a single click. Users will customize the execution of analysis recipes by
supplying parameter values, such as the target AS.

The following are the initial set of analysis recipes we propose to implement:
• Find all interconnection links of a given AS or set of ASes (sibling ASes) in a given time period.

Implementation: (1) Find all traceroutes that have IP addresses in the target ASes, (2) identify
interconnection links in the selected traceroutes with bdrmapIT data, and (3) produce the
unique set of interconnection links from these traceroutes.

• Construct the topology of a target AS (that is, all routers and links that map to the AS) in a given
time period, presented as a graph. Implementation: (1) Find all traceroutes that have addresses
in the target AS, (2) identify interconnection links with bdrmapIT data to determine the
exact boundary of the AS, (3) generate an IP-level graph from the traces that only includes
interfaces and links in the target AS, and (4) apply ITDK alias-resolution data to overly a
router-level graph on the IP-level graph.

We will use project workshops to engage with the community to identify other reusable anal-
ysis modules and recipes that are worth implementing.

3.2 Tools, resources, and data sets
We will develop tools to import CAIDA’s and RIPE’s traceroute data into Elasticsearch, both his-
torical data and new data as they become available (we will import the full archive of CAIDA data
and the most recent few years of RIPE’s). For RIPE, this will involve setting up regular download-
ing of new traceroute data from the RIPE Atlas data web site. Additionally, Elasticsearch requires
indexed content to be in JSON format with a common document structure. RIPE’s data is already
in JSON format, but CAIDA’s data is in the binary scamper warts format. There is a tool available
in the scamper package for converting warts to JSON, but the resulting JSON document structure
differs significantly from RIPE’s. We will develop tools to convert these two JSON formats into a
common structure and to transform/augment the traceroute data in whatever ways are needed
to allow Elasticsearch to efficiently index the data; e.g., for each traceroute path, compute the path
length and check for the presence of MPLS ICMP extensions, and then directly store these values
in new fields in the JSON document for ease of indexing.

A number of analysis modules described in Sec. 3.1.2 involve annotating traceroute paths with
additional data. We will develop tools to assemble and store these auxiliary data into databases for
use by our system. Auxiliary data include: DNS lookups of all observed IP addresses in CAIDA
traceroute paths; list of network prefixes used at IXPs; bdrmapIT and alias-resolution data in ITDK
releases; and MPLS TNT data. Many of these auxiliary datasets are produced by CAIDA on the
Ark platform.

Consistent with the CCRI solicitation, we have also considered a list of possible future en-
hancements, as resources allow, or other researchers are inspired to contribute:

2We have about 4 months of continuously collected TNT data from 28 Ark vantage points.
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1. Provide the results of traceroute queries, analysis modules, and analysis recipes in a dash-
board or visualization (e.g., RTT distributions, topology visualizations).

2. Implement additional analysis modules/recipes, such as ones to support investigations of
grey market IP address transfers, e.g., find all ingress links to the target prefix/AS in a given
time period; or extract a time series of ingress links to the target prefix/AS, and correlate
with anomalous changes in DNS and BGP data [41].

3. Index IPv6 traceroutes from CAIDA and RIPE.

3.3 User services
We will provide two complementary ways of accessing the infrastructure: an interactive web site
and an API. The web site will allow researchers to perform traceroute queries; construct and execute
a data processing pipeline by selecting and arranging available analysis modules; and execute
analysis recipes, filling out parameters via a web form. Researchers will be able to bulk download
results in a suitable format (JSON, CSV, etc.) via their web browser. For interactive traceroute
queries returning a small number of results, the researcher will be able to view the traceroute paths
annotated with auxiliary data, including DNS, router ownership, layer 2 information, IP aliases,
exchange facility presence, interconnection links, and BGP prefix, depending on availability of
data (not all auxiliary data is available for the full time period of our data collection). The query
API will provide the same features of the web site, but use an API built on web standards (HTTP,
JSON, etc.).

To make the infrastructure readily available to researchers, we will advertise FANTAIL plat-
form, and announce its subsequent improvements/expansions, on the CAIDA web site. To re-
quest access, researchers will have to fill in a form online and electronically sign the Acceptable
Use Agreement (AUA). CAIDA Community Liaison personnel will review each application and
grant access based on the merits of the proposed research use. This authorization and authenti-
cation approach leverages CAIDA’s existing and proven data sharing mechanisms [42] while also
allowing us to vet prospective users and annually review their needs and activities.

3.4 Community Engagement
Several CISE researchers will be engaged in the design, development, and management of the
infrastructure, detailed in Section 4 and letters of collaboration. In particular, all collaborators
have agreed to participate in our workshops, and provide input on additional functionality to
support research community needs. We will conduct annual written user surveys to evaluate user
satisfaction, as well as group survey discussion at the workshops. We will participate in CCRI
Virtual Organization, and CCRI community PI meetings, as well as present results of this project
to academic and operational networking and security communities, e.g., NANOG, as relevant.
We will also foster community use of this new platform through the DHS-funded Information
Marketplace for Policy and Analysis of Cyber-risk and Trust (IMPACT) project, which will allow
us to leverage cross-agency support for Internet infrastructure data sharing activities.

3.5 Community Outreach
Our two annual workshop series – AIMS in its 10th year and WIE its 9th – have established solid
communities of diverse collaborators in technical and social science fields, respectively. The Ac-
tive Internet Measurement Systems workshop series is a forum for stakeholders in Internet active
measurement projects, typically networking and security researchers, to explore technical and policy
challenges and opportunities to maximize the scientific and operational benefit of deployed infras-
tructure and gathered measurements [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. The Workshop on Internet
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Economics (WIE) series brings together researchers, Internet service providers (ISPs), economists, reg-
ulators, lawyers, and other stakeholders to inform and debate current and emerging policy issues
[52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60], including policy-relevant research funded by CISE (see UCI
LOC). We will use these workshop series to build and nuture a robust and diverse community of
FANTAIL users: introduce new capabilities including hands-on tutorials to engage users; solicit-
ing feedback on user satisfaction to improve subsequent infrastructure interfaces and operation;
inspire the use of FANTAIL in multi-disciplinary collaborations; and share experiences with class-
room use of FANTAIL.

We will open a project web site highlighting the new capabilities available; a wiki will provide
orientation material and documentation for all the tools and datasets indexed in the platform.
We will create a mailing list of FANTAIL users to facilitate circulation of ideas and promote the
creation of a community. This channel for information exchange will be especially useful if hands-
on experience with real-time data analysis will prompt researchers to contribute to improving
available tools for monitoring, analysis, and data visualization of the telescope data.

4 CISE research opportunities enabled by proposed infrastructure

We have taken two steps to identify research opportunities enabled by the proposed infrastruc-
ture: consultations at our AIMS measurement workshops, and one-on-one interviews with collab-
orators and colleagues. Based on these conversations, in this section we summarize the research
opportunities to be enabled by the infrastructure. Table 3 lists a sample of research interests artic-
ulated in the attached letters of collaboration, which reflect a diverse community of users.

Table 3: CISE-funded research topics described in letters of collaboration (LOCs).

Enabled Research Letters of Collaboration

Scientific Network Modeling & Mapping
· inferring accurate maps:
· · · alias resolution U. Liege, Columbia
· · · interconnection modeling (economics) MIT, UC Irvine
· · · device fingerprinting U. Liege
· · · inference of layer-2 (MPLS) topology U. Liege, U Penn.
· · · routing and topology, IXP analysis Columbia, MIT
· longitudinal studies MIT
· IPv6 NPS, Liege
Security and Stability Vulnerabilities
· outages CAIDA, NPS, U.MD
· congestion CAIDA, MIT
· attack detection Parsons, CAIDA
· hijacking/routing security CAIDA, Parsons
· infrastructure risk assessments Parsons, NPS, Waikato, IIJ, CAIDA
· middleboxes Liege

4.1 Networking Research
The networking research community, including a broad set of sub-disciplines in CISE, has re-
lied on CAIDA’s measurement and data infrastructure for decades, as evidenced by our statistics
on data usage (reported annually e.g., [61]) and papers published using our data [62] (including
our own [63]). We focus on several specific CISE-funded networking research areas that will be
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enabled by the proposed infrastructure development: layer-2 topology mapping; device finger-
printing; routing research; and interconnection structure and dynamics.

CAIDA has collaborated with Benoit Donnett (U. Liege, see LOC) for years to develop and
evaluate measurement methods and implementations that reveal layer-2 network topology, most
notably MPLS tunnels that can reduce the completeness and accuracy of IP topology inference. PI
Claffy recently served on the PhD dissertation committee of Yves Vanaubel, who spent 6 months
at CAIDA to use the Archipelago platform to deploy and test the most state-of-the-art methods for
MPLS tunnel detection [38]. His method extends Paris traceroute to reveal most (if not all) MPLS
tunnels along a path. First, using traceroute probes, his tool looks for evidence of hidden tunnels.
e.g., abrupt and significant TTL shifts in traceroute output. If detected, the tool launches additional
dedicated probing to discover details of the hidden tunnel. This tool has been deployed on the
Archipelago platform for 5 months. We will use FANTAIL to continue to collaborate with Donnet
to investigate the impact of MPLS tunnels on topological analysis, as well as analyze trends in
MPLS tunnel infrastructure evolution over time.

Furthermore, this technology enables improved network fingerprinting (Prof. Donnett cur-
rently has a masters student working on this topic), notably for being able to identify Cisco, Ju-
niper, or Huawei devices. The reality is that enterprises, including campuses, often do not have a
complete inventory of equipment deployed by vendor, so this technology would allow discovery
of otherwise unknown and unwanted devices on their networks.

Vendor-specific device fingerprinting can also be used to improve methods for IP address alias

resolution, because it will narrow the set of candidate IP interface addresses that could be on the
same device [64]. That is, if two IP interfaces are candidates for alias resolution, yet both IP differ
on their respective fingerprinting, we can immediately discard those candidates.

Ethan Katz Bassett (see LOC Columbia) has undertaken interdomain routing research for
over a decade, including developing a “practical Internet route oracle” system that takes queries
expressed as regular expressions and returns traceroutes that match, even if the system has never
measured a matching path [65]. He presented this idea at an early AIMS workshop, soliciting
feedback before building his system. This system tried to support queries over measurements
that had not been issued yet, in contrast to FANTAIL which will support queries over historical
measurements. Systems such as his could use historical queries from FANTAIL to help improve
its decisions of which measurements to issue. Katz-Bassett has requested the capability to search
traceroute archives for specific IXPs, prefixes, and across specific times, as it would enable a source
of validation for his research that is not currently available. Several faculty have indicated they
would use such a capability for teaching students about the complexity of the Internet topology.

Two of our collaborators are focused on interconnection, both the structure (LOC UPenn), as
well as dynamics (both traffic and economic, LOC UC Irvine and LOC MIT.) Jonathan Smith is the
PhD advisor of Alex Marder, developer of the MAPIT algorithm and collaborator with CAIDA
on the bordermapIT system that extracts network boundaries from traceroute archives [15]. FAN-
TAIL will provide the unprecedented opportunity to search topology data annotated with infras-
tructure ownership inferences using these state-of-the-art methods.

FANTAIL will also support study of performance problems, including persistent interdo-

main congestion (LOC MIT) due to peering disputes. Researchers can use FANTAIL to identify
source-destination pairs that traverse a given interdomain link, and probe these destinations to
discover evidence of congestion along the path [66, 67, 68] (MIT and UPenn LOCs).

In another CISE-funded NeTS project (see LOC), UCI Professor Scott Jordan is developing
methods and metrics to study Internet interconnection. Interconnection disputes have led to
failures to augment interconnection capacity, which in turn have harmed the experience of con-
sumers. Dr. Jordan is developing a model of Internet interconnection that incorporates technical
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and economic factors. He has specifically asked for functionality to search large archives of tracer-
oute data for specific interconnection points, IP prefixes, geographic information, and across spe-
cific times, to enable an understanding of which ISPs interconnect with which transit providers
and content delivery networks, and where. With the proposed tool, we will be able to analyze
massive archives of IP level paths to refine his picture of interconnection structure and dynamics.

Finally, there is a growing need to understand how to most efficiently deploy global Internet
measurement infrastructure. The RIPE platform consists of several thousand probes, but only 450
are anchors hosted in reliable networks with known locations. The CAIDA Ark platform has over
200 monitors also with known locations. Each platform performs regular traceroute measure-
ments with differing frequencies and targets, but no one has quantified the overlap or lack thereof
and consequent implications for research use of these data. FANTAIL will facilitate this type of
analysis. We will initially index several years the RIPE Atlas traces to enable geographic and
topological analysis of the divergence of the resulting measurements, and consider implications
for reproducibility and validation of scientific inferences using the measurements (see RIPE LOC).
This effort will improve our understanding of network visibility, but enable more efficient of in-
vestment in future Internet measurement infrastructure, a primary focus of UIUC’s CISE-funded
PacketLab project (CNS 1763884 and 1903612, with a subcontract to UCSD).

4.2 Security and Stability research
There are also CISE-funded projects in Internet infrastructure security and stability research: out-
ages, infrastructure risk assessments, attacks, route hijacks – that will benefit from flexible and
convenient access to the wealth of topology data. An increasingly important area is the suscepti-
bility of different parts of the topology, e.g., countries, to disruption.

Several research groups, in addition to CAIDA researchers, are improving and extending
methods for detecting and quantifying the impact of wide-area Internet outages by combin-
ing active and passive measurements [69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75]. A related body of recent re-
search focuses on predicting, tracking, and localizing the root cause of Internet path changes

[76, 77, 78, 79, 80]. CISE-funded collaborators at UCSD and U. MD (see LOCs) have committed to
use the FANTAIL system to extend their research into Internet outages and hijacks (CISE collabo-
rations CNS-1228994, CNS-1423659, and OAC-1848641).

Despite its strategic importance, the research community lacks rigorous methods to analyze
how a country’s or region’s infrastructure may be vulnerable to targeted attacks by virtue of

their interconnection topology. A CISE-funded CAIDA collaboration with the University of Wis-
consin is taking the first step toward identifying important components of the Internet topol-
ogy of a country/region – Autonomous Systems (ASes), Internet Exchange Points (IXPs), PoPs,
colocation facilities, and physical cable systems that represent “key terrain” in cyberspace. This
endeavor requires a multi-layer mapping effort to discover the key components, relationships be-
tween them, and their geographic properties. A related collaboration with Internet Initiative Japan
(IIJ) i developing methods and metrics to capture the relative importance of specific networks and
links for connectivity to a given country and its address space. IIJ has examined this question
through the lens of BGP data only [81]. our collaboration (see IIJ LOC) will adapt these methods
to traceroute data, which requires searching for specific IXPs, prefixes, geographic information,
and across specific times, to refine our picture of strengths and weaknesses of the Internet as crit-
ical infrastructure (CISE CNS-1705024). Another CISE-funded collaborator Rob Beverly will use
FANTAIL to explore single points of failure in Internet regions (see LOC NPS).

Incidentally, another promising use of the FANTAIL system – given the use of country an-
notations for VPs and targets – is to facilitate refinement of methods for geolocation of Internet
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infrastructure, an ongoing challenge in the research community [82, 83, 84].
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